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In 2023, we wrote a lot about artificial intelligence—possibly the “theme of the year.” On the other side of the ledger,
we have been writing a lot about a possible resurgence in the performance of biotechnology stocks in 2024. However,
we’d note that biotechnology is not our sole contrarian idea among our worst performers of 2023—there is also the
battery value chain.

The WisdomTree Battery Value Chain & Innovation Fund (WBAT)  was the third-worst-performing ETF out of all of
WisdomTree’s U.S.-listed Funds during the 2023 year—measured at net asset value and total return terms. Many might
not be surprised that as investors were getting more and more excited about AI, they seemed to be getting less and less
excited about electric vehicle adoption in the U.S. We’d note that similar to biotechnology, there are lots of advances
that are very close to fruition and could be game-changers in the coming years for those with the appropriate time
horizon. Here, we write about solid-state batteries.

Toyota has recently made headlines with its claims of being on the cusp of manufacturing solid-state batteries at scale—
a technology that could prove to be a game-changer for electric vehicles (EVs). If successful, Toyota’s solid-state batteries
could give electric vehicles a range of 1,200 kilometers—more than twice the range of most battery-powered vehicles—
and a charging time of 10 minutes or less.

A solid-state battery replaces the liquid electrolyte in a lithium-ion battery with a solid electrolyte. The resulting battery
can achieve much greater energy density. The battery is also known to improve safety by reducing the risk of explosion or
fire. And, due to its higher energy density and less need for safety components, the battery can be made much smaller in
size, thereby rendering it ideal for road transportation.

So, if solid-state-powered cars hit the market as soon as 2027 or 2028, as claimed by Toyota, and the technology is as
groundbreaking as it promises to be, who might be the winners from all of this?

Consumers

Range anxiety is still one of the main hurdles for EV adoption. A recent survey conducted by Recurrent revealed that 76%
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of prospective EV owners worry about range, although this drops to around 59% for current owners.1 Improved range
and reduced charging time will certainly help alleviate concerns for many prospective adopters of EVs.

Raw Materials

There is an overlap between the materials used in solid-state batteries and those used in lithium-ion batteries. Producers
of key raw materials like lithium and manganese, among others, will benefit from the wider adoption of the technology.

Automakers

At the start of last year, we joined the chorus of voices criticizing Toyota for its lack of strategy on electric vehicles.
Worldwide sales of plug-in EVs hit 1.3 million in October 2023, with Chinese automakers dominating the top 20 most-

sold models.2 Toyota, one of the largest automakers in the world, is nowhere to be seen on such lists despite it being
one of the first to enter the space for self-charging hybrid cars.

But a change in leadership over the course of the year probably catalyzed a renewed push toward doing something
special to redeem its reputation as a leading automaker. And although some of it may be attributable to a more
favorable macro backdrop (yen depreciation) for Japanese exporters, Toyota’s share price trajectory in 2023, particularly
in the second half of the year, suggests markets started seeing the company more favorably following its solid-state
headlines.

However, the benefits of the technology will accrue to any automaker that makes its own breakthrough with the
technology. In October of last year, Chinese automaker Nio made a filing with the Chinese government to add solid-
state batteries to 11 more of its models after previously filing to include them in three. Clearly, other automakers are
taking note of the technology and are keen to participate.

Emerging Technologies

The innovation could propel other technologies as well. One obvious example is battery swapping. If you ask an
operator of electric buses why battery swapping is not used widely to reduce the time it takes to get a bus back on the
road once its charge is depleted, they will cite how impractical it is to do so, given the size of the battery. A smaller
battery, potentially with a modular structure, could facilitate battery swapping—something that could be especially
beneficial for use in commercial vehicles.

Battery swapping can also reduce the upfront cost of purchasing electric vehicles, be they passenger cars or larger
commercial vehicles. If buyers own the vehicle except the battery and subscribe to a battery service, not only will the
ownership costs come down, but so will the concerns around the life of the battery. 

Investors

The beauty of thematic investing is that by casting the net wide across a sea of possibilities, investors give themselves the
chance of making a big catch. Such is the nature of investing in things that can change the world. Some ideas work,
others don’t. But the hope is that the ones that do are enough to make the endeavor worthwhile.

“Solid-state” is recognized as one of the 37 subsectors within the WisdomTree Battery Value Chain and Innovation Fund
(WBAT). Our partnership with Wood Mackenzie enables us to reevaluate the attractiveness of any given battery
technology on an ongoing basis. At each six-month rebalance, all subsectors receive updates to their intensity scores, a
measure of the importance of a subsector to the battery theme. By extension, all companies within the battery value
chain receive updates to their intensity ratings, a measure of how much revenue the company generates from the given
subsector. This approach not only allows investors to capture a wide array of innovations, any of which could become the
next big thing, but it also ensures that the strategy keeps one eye on the industry as it stands today and another on its
future.

 

 

1 Reported by CBT News, November 2023. 
2 Inside EVs, December 2023.

Important Risks Re lated to th is Art ic leImportant Risks Re lated to th is Art ic le

For current Fund holdings, please click here. Holdings are subject to risk and change.

There are risks associated with investing, including the possible loss of principal. The Fund invests in equity securities of
exchange-listed companies globally involved in the investment themes of battery and energy storage solutions (“BESS”)
and innovation. The value chain of BESS companies is divided into four categories: raw materials, manufacturing,
enablers and emerging technologies. Innovation companies are those that introduce a new, creative or different
technologically enabled product or service in seeking to potentially change an industry landscape, as well as companies
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that service those innovative technologies. The Fund invests in the securities included in, or representative of, its Index
regardless of their investment merit. The Fund does not attempt to outperform its Index or take defensive positions in
declining markets, and the Index may not perform as intended. Please read the Fund’s prospectus for specific details
regarding the Fund’s risk profile.

For the top 10 holdings of WBAT please visit the Fund's fund detail page at https://www.wisdomtree.com/investments/e
tfs/megatrends/wbat

For standardized performance and the most recent month-end performance click here NOTE, this material is intended
for electronic use only. Individuals who intend to print and physically deliver to an investor must print the monthly
performance report to accompany this blog.

Related Blogs

+ 5 Cutting-Edge Innovations Redefining Battery Technology Right Now

Related Funds

+ WisdomTree Battery Value Chain and Innovation Fund

For more investing insights, check out our Economic & Market Outlook

View the online version of this article here.
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION

U.S. investors only: Click here to obtain a WisdomTree ETF prospectus which contains investment objectives,
risks, charges, expenses, and other information; read and consider carefully before investing.

There are risks involved with investing, including possible loss of principal. Foreign investing involves currency, political
and economic risk. Funds focusing on a single country, sector and/or funds that emphasize investments in smaller
companies may experience greater price volatility. Investments in emerging markets, currency, fixed income and
alternative investments include additional risks. Please see prospectus for discussion of risks.

 

Past performance is not indicative of future results. This material contains the opinions of the author, which are subject to
change, and should not to be considered or interpreted as a recommendation to participate in any particular trading
strategy, or deemed to be an offer or sale of any investment product and it should not be relied on as such. There is no
guarantee that any strategies discussed will work under all market conditions. This material represents an assessment of
the market environment at a specific time and is not intended to be a forecast of future events or a guarantee of future
results. This material should not be relied upon as research or investment advice regarding any security in particular. The
user of this information assumes the entire risk of any use made of the information provided herein. Neither WisdomTree
nor its affiliates, nor Foreside Fund Services, LLC, or its affiliates provide tax or legal advice. Investors seeking tax or legal
advice should consult their tax or legal advisor. Unless expressly stated otherwise the opinions, interpretations or findings
expressed herein do not necessarily represent the views of WisdomTree or any of its affiliates.

 

The MSCI information may only be used for your internal use, may not be reproduced or re-disseminated in any form and
may not be used as a basis for or component of any financial instruments or products or indexes. None of the MSCI
information is intended to constitute investment advice or a recommendation to make (or refrain from making) any kind
of investment decision and may not be relied on as such. Historical data and analysis should not be taken as an
indication or guarantee of any future performance analysis, forecast or prediction. The MSCI information is provided on
an “as is” basis and the user of this information assumes the entire risk of any use made of this information. MSCI, each of
its affiliates and each entity involved in compiling, computing or creating any MSCI information (collectively, the “MSCI
Parties”) expressly disclaims all warranties. With respect to this information, in no event shall any MSCI Party have any
liability for any direct, indirect, special, incidental, punitive, consequential (including loss profits) or any other damages (
www.msci.com)

 

Jonathan Steinberg, Jeremy Schwartz, Rick Harper, Christopher Gannatti, Bradley Krom, Tripp Zimmerman, Michael
Barrer, Anita Rausch, Kevin Flanagan, Brendan Loftus, Joseph Tenaglia, Jeff Weniger, Matt Wagner, Alejandro Saltiel,
Ryan Krystopowicz, Jianing Wu, and Brian Manby are registered representatives of Foreside Fund Services, LLC.

 WisdomTree Funds are distributed by Foreside Fund Services, LLC, in the U.S. only.

You cannot invest directly in an index.
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